Schipperkes

Schipperkes, Sweepstakes (Puppy 9-12)  Dogs

5  BOSS  Sandevel's The Prince Of Fire. NP46507001

Schipperkes, Sweepstakes (Puppy 9-12)  Bitches

8  Dovere's Magic Dragon At Dream Mtn. NP46214303

Schipperkes, Sweepstakes (Puppy 12-18)  Bitches

10 2  Chatele Ebonorth Song Of Ice & Fire. NP44842201

12 3  Minnkea Winning Colors. NP45373001

14 1/BISS  Rivendel's Tauriel At Rusticvail, NP45796301

Schipperkes, Sweepstakes (Veterans 8-10 Years)  Dogs

11  AB  CH Sandevel's What Dreams May Come. NP23592504

Schipperkes, Sweepstakes (Veterans 12+ Years)  Dogs

15  BOSS  GCH CH Chatele Ebonorth Double Dare. NP10702502

Schipperkes, Sweepstakes (Veterans 8-10 Years)  Bitches

36 1  CH Victoria's Little Queen Of Leistung NA NAJ OAP NJP NFP. NP22119703

Schipperkes, Sweepstakes (Veterans 10-12 Years)  Bitches

24  BISS  GCH CH Dante Wildfire. NP19052501

Schipperkes, Sweepstakes (Veterans 12+ Years)  Bitches

26 1  GCHB CH Sandevel's Light My Fire. NP06317202

Schipperkes, Puppy (9-12 Months)  Dogs

5  W  Sandevel's The Prince Of Fire. NP46507001

Schipperkes, Open  Dogs

9  R  Tumbleweed's Hang Tuf When The Goin' Gets Ruff. NP38876501

Schipperkes, Puppy (9-12 Months)  Bitches

6  Dovere's True Magic At Daydream. NP46214301

8  Dovere's Magic Dragon At Dream Mtn. NP46214303

Schipperkes, 12-18 Months  Bitches

10  R  Chatele Ebonorth Song Of Ice & Fire. NP44842201
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12 3 Minneka Winning Colors. NP45373001

14 2 Rivendel's Tauriel At Rusticarill. NP45796301

Schipperkes, Amateur Owner Handler  Bitches
16 1/W Spindrift Little Neill RN NAP. NP42535704

Schipperkes, Open  Bitches
20 1 Ebonorth Feu De Joie At Doreve. NP34256602

Schipperkes, Veteran (8-10 Years)  Dogs
11 AB CH Sandeval's What Dreams May Come. NP23592504

Schipperkes, Veteran (12+ Years)  Dogs
15 1 GCH CH Chatelet Ebonorth Double Dare. NP10702502

Schipperkes, Veteran (10-12 Years)  Bitches
24 1 GCH CH Dante Wildfire. NP19052501

Schipperkes, Veteran (12+ Years)  Bitches
26 AB GCHB CH Sandeval's Light My Fire. NP06317202

Schipperkes, Best of Breed
17 GCHS CH Daradan's On The Fast Track. NP26239701

19 GCH CH Sheradin Hey Good Lookin'. NP26821601

21 BB GCHP CH Rivendel's Barefoot Bandit. NP30662801

22 Sandevel's The Force Awakens. NP42567402

23 GCHB CH Chatelet Ebonorth Frankly My Dear BN CGC. NP31700301

27 SEL CH Delamer Salt Heir. NP43810902

28 SEL GCH CH Dante Wildfire. NP19052501

30 OS CH Tumbleweed's Victoria's Stairway To Heaven. NP31605803
5/15/2012 Breeder: June A Moore. Sire: CH Dotsu's In Command Of It All CDX Dam: CH Fullmoon Nauti At Nite Daradan. Owner: Michele Kasten.

32 CH Nanhall's Meri Mako CA. NP37821401
34  EX  GCH CH Blk Diamond I Believe In Karma NA NAJ CGC TKN. NP40295001